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ABSTRACT
According to estimates by certain government agencies, 10% of the total medical
expenditure is lost to healthcare fraud. Similarly the credit card industry loses billions of
dollars every year due to fraudulent transactions. The datasets used to identify these
fraudulent transactions have millions of rows and each transaction is defined by 15-40
attributes. It is not possible for a human to sift through these massive datasets and find the
fraudulent transactions. Hence credit card companies and insurance companies use data
mining algorithms to identify fraudulent transactions. These data mining algorithms need
to identify the fraudulent transactions efficiently and at the same time they need to process
the dataset as quickly as possible. The time taken by the algorithm to execute is a function
of the computational complexity of the algorithm. In this thesis, the theoretical running
time complexities of the various data mining algorithms used in fraud detection are
compared, i.e. the complexity is expressed as a function of the number of instances in the
database. These algorithms were then run on statistical tools like Weka and R and on
comparing the performance of these algorithms to the theoretical computational efficiency
it was found that, all algorithms agree with the big O complexity. Support vector machines
and decision trees performed better than the big O complexity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1. Fraud:
There are many definitions of fraud that vary depending on the perspective of the
interested parties (Shmais & Hani, n.d.). In law, fraud is deliberate deception to secure
unfair or unlawful gain. Fraud is both a civil wrong (i.e., a fraud victim may sue the fraud
perpetrator to avoid the fraud and/or recover monetary compensation) and a criminal wrong
(i.e., a fraud perpetrator may be prosecuted and imprisoned by governmental authorities)
(“Fraud,” 2015). Fraudulent activities impose serious threat to organizations on the
financial, operational and psychological levels (Shmais & Hani, n.d.). Two of the main
types of fraud are healthcare fraud and credit card fraud.

1.1.1. Credit Card Fraud:
Credit card fraud is the misuse of a credit card to make purchases without
authorization or counterfeiting a credit card (Schwartz & Sax, 1985). According to a 2014
LexisNexis study – ‘The True Cost of Fraud’, merchants in the United States are losing
about 0.68% of their revenue due to credit card fraud. Banks are losing about $11 billion a
year and customers are losing about $4.8 billion a year (Shaughnessy, 2011). It can be seen
in figure 1 that the global payment card fraud grew by 19% in 2013 to reach $14 billion.
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Figure 1: Global Cost of Payment Card Fraud (Heggestuen, 2014)

(Bolton, Hand, & others, 2001) have classified Credit card fraud into types: application
and behavioral fraud. (Bhattacharyya, Jha, Tharakunnel, & Westland, 2011; Bolton et al.,
2001) explained the types of application and behavioral fraud. Application fraud is where
fraudsters obtaining new cards from issuing companies using false information or other
people's information. Behavioral fraud can be of four types: mail theft, stolen/lost card,
counterfeit card and ‘card holder not present’ fraud. Mail theft fraud occurs when fraudsters
intercept credit cards in mail before they reach cardholders or pilfer personal information
from bank and credit card statements. Stolen/lost card fraud happens when fraudsters get
hold of credit cards through theft of purse/wallet or gain access to lost cards. However,
with the increase in usage of online transactions, there has been a significant rise in
counterfeit card and ‘card holder not present’ fraud. In both of these two types of fraud,
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credit card details are obtained without the knowledge of card holders and then either
counterfeit cards are made or the information is used to conduct ‘card holder not present’
transactions, i.e. through mail, phone, or the Internet. Card holders information is obtained
through a variety of ways, such as employees stealing information through unauthorized
‘swipers’, ‘phishing’ scams, or through intrusion into company computer networks. In the
case of ‘card holder not present’ fraud, credit cards details are used remotely to conduct
fraudulent transactions. The proportion of different types of credit card fraud can be seen
in figure 2.

U.S. Card Fraud by Type, 2014
Lost / Stolen
14%

Other
4%

Online (Card not
present)
45%

Counterfeit
37%

Figure 2: U.S. Card Fraud by Type (Conroy, 2014)
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1.1.2. Healthcare Fraud:
Healthcare has become a major expenditure in the US since 1980. According to a
report by the General Accounting Office to Congress in 2004, annual healthcare
expenditures were approaching two trillion dollars, which is about 15.3% of the gross
domestic product. The size of the health sector and the enormous volume of money
involved make it an attractive fraud target (Li, Huang, Jin, & Shi, 2008). The NHCAA
estimated conservatively that at least 3% or more than $60 billion was lost due to fraud.
Other estimates by government agencies placed this loss as high as 10% or %170 billion
(Rosenbaum, Lopez, & Stifler, 2009). This is not only a financial concern but the fraud
also hinders the healthcare system from providing better care to the legitimate patients.
Effective fraud detection can reduce the cost of healthcare delivery and enable providers
to provide better care. According to (Li et al., 2008), three parties may be involved in the
commission of healthcare fraud. They are service providers, insurance subscribers and
insurance carriers. They distinguished the frauds according to the party that commits the
fraud in the following manner:
(a) Service providers’ fraud:



Billing services that are not actually performed.



Unbundling, i.e., billing each stage of a procedure as if it were a separate treatment.



Upcoding, i.e., billing more costly services than the one actually performed; for
example, “DRG creep” is a popular type of upcoding fraud, which classifies patients’
illness into the highest possible treatment category in order to claim more
reimbursement.
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 Performing medically unnecessary services solely for the purpose of generating
insurance payments.

 Misrepresenting non-covered treatments as medically necessary covered treatments for
the purpose of obtaining insurance payments.

 Falsifying patients’ diagnosis and/or treatment histories to justify tests, surgeries, or
other procedures that are not medically necessary.

(b) Insurance subscribers’ fraud:
 Falsifying records of employment/eligibility for obtaining a lower premium rate.
 Filing claims for medical services which are not actually received.
 Using other persons’ coverage or insurance card to illegally claim the insurance
benefits.

(c) Insurance carriers’ fraud:
 Falsifying reimbursements.
 Falsifying benefit/service statements.
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Other
16%

Billing for services
not rendered
34%

Pharmacy
provider fraud
10%

False Diagnosis
18%
Upcoding
22%

Figure 3: Types of Healthcare Fraud and Abuse (“Healthcare fraud and abuse remains a costly
challenge,” 2004)

1.2. Problem Statement:
Credit Card transactional data have millions of data points and each transaction is
defined by about 20-30 attributes. According to (The Federal Reserve Payments Study,
2013), in 2012 there were 26.2 billion credit card transactions in the United States.
Similarly, insurance claims data have millions of data points. These massive datasets are
used for the detection of fraudulent transactions. It is impossible for a human to sift through
such massive amounts of data and detect the outliers. Different data mining algorithms can
be used on these massive data sets and the anomalies can be detected. These different data
mining algorithms have different computational efficiencies i.e. the time it takes for the
algorithm to run. It may take days for a particular data mining algorithm to run on such
massive amounts of datasets. Frauds need to be predicted in real-time. The sooner a fraud
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is detected, the less the damage. Hence a comparison of run time efficiency needs to be
made among the different data mining techniques that are used in fraud detection.

1.3. Research Objectives:
The research objectives of this thesis are:


To review the data mining algorithms that have been used in credit card and healthcare
fraud detection.



To deduce/ find the computational complexities of the algorithms used for fraud
detection.



To run these algorithms on datasets of different sizes and then compare their
performance with the theoretical computational complexity.

1.4. Thesis Structure
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to credit card and healthcare fraud and the need for
fraud detection. Chapter 2 provides a review of the various data mining algorithms that
have been used in credit card and healthcare fraud detection. The computation of the bigO complexities of the algorithms is a major part of Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is about finding
the running time of each of these algorithms on R for different data sizes and then
comparing it with the theoretical computational complexity. Chapter 5 is the conclusion
and gives an idea about the future scope.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1. Background:

Due to the enormous size of datasets, traditional methods of detecting fraud are
time consuming and inefficient. Combining automated methods and statistical knowledge
lead to the emergence of a new interdisciplinary branch of science that is named
Knowledge Discovery from Databases (KDD) (Joudaki et al., 2014). The data set used by
(Bhattacharyya et al., 2011) to identify credit card fraud has about 50 million transactions
and about one million credit cards. Most credit transactional data have more than 1 million
transactions and the largest contain more than 12 million transactions per year (Dorronsoro,
Ginel, Sgnchez, & Cruz, 1997). Each of these transactions have about 20 to 40 attributes.
Medicare, which is a national social insurance program provides health insurance to over
48 million Americans, due to which the number of claims recorded every year is in tens of
millions. It is a huge challenge to process all these transactions efficiently and quickly. An
appropriate algorithm needs to be chosen that runs quickly with such large data sets. A
review of all the data mining algorithms used to identify health care and credit card fraud
is given below.
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2.2. Data mining algorithms for detecting credit card fraud:
(Bhattacharyya et al., 2011) investigated the performance of three techniques in
predicting fraud: Logistic regression, Support Vector Machines and Random Forests. Each
of these techniques was applied on a data set of about 50 million credit card transactions.
The effect of data under sampling on the performance of each of the above techniques was
studied. The performance measure used for comparing the techniques were accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity, precision, f-measure, g-mean and weighted accuracy. (Whitrow,
Hand, Juszczak, Weston, & Adams, 2009) evaluate the performance of several data mining
techniques including Support Vector Machines and Random Forests for detecting credit
card fraud. Due to the high dimensionality and the heterogeneity of the credit card
transaction data, it was impractical to present an entire series of transactions to a fraud
detection system. To deal with this problem, aggregation was performed over two real life
datasets and it was shown that aggregation can be advantageous to detect fraud. The study
suggested that aggregation appeared to work best with better classifiers such as random
forests and SVM and when population drift was a significant factor. (Bolton et al., 2001)
proposed using behavioral outlier detection technique. They proposed Peer Group analysis
as a candidate method for unsupervised fraud detection in one of their earlier papers. They
adapted it by changing the time windows subsequent to that used initially to determine the
peer group. Abnormal spending behavior and frequency of transactions were used to
identify the outliers that could be potentially fraudulent cases. (Maes, Tuyls,
Vanschoenwinkel, & Manderick, 2002) discuss the use of an automated credit card fraud
detection system using artificial neural networks (ANN) and Bayesian belief networks
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(BNN). They discuss the feed-forward multi-layer perceptron which consists of different
layers of perceptron that are interconnected by a set of weighted connections. The Receiver
Operating curve (ROC) is used as a measure of performance to compare ANN and BNN.
They found that Bayesian belief network performed better than artificial neural networks
in identifying fraud and also highlighted that Bayesian belief networks could be trained in
20 minutes whereas it would take several hours to train an artificial neural network. (Shen,
Tong, & Deng, 2007) have discussed the application of Decision trees, neural networks
and logistic regression for the identification of credit card fraud. Thee three data mining
techniques were applied to a dataset that had about 40 fields and 0.07% fraudulent
transactions. Lift table and lift charts were used to describe the usefulness of the model.
They found that neural networks was the best option among the three methods and they
chose it to build their final prediction model.

2.3. Data Mining Algorithms for detecting Health Care fraud:

(Liu & Vasarhelyi, 2013) have proposed a geo-location clustering model which
considers the geo-location information of Medicare/Medicaid beneficiaries and the
providers to flag suspicious claims using the logic that beneficiaries prefer to choose the
health service providers located in a relatively short distance. (Ekina, Leva, Ruggeri, &
Soyer, 2013) have proposed Bayesian co-clustering algorithm which is based on Markov
Chain Monte Carlo methods and can be applied to dyadic data. They find that the attractive
feature of the Bayesian approach is its incorporation of subjective input such as medical
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knowledge. They found that the Bayesian approach provides formalism for both
quantifying uncertainty about fraudulent behavior as well as for making decisions about
fraud. (Capelleveen, 2013) developed a method based on this outlier detection to compare
providers on behavioral characteristics. They found that because of complexity, size and
changing nature of fraud, there is no single effective method to detect fraud and therefore
multiple approaches are required. They also found that it was important to include fraud
investigators early in the process of metric and system design in order to estimate the
validity of the metrics beforehand. (Shin, Park, Lee, & Jhee, 2012) developed a model
which had two phases: scoring and segmentation. The scoring model quantifies the degree
of abusiveness in providers billing pattern and the segmentation model groups providers
based on resulting scores. The model uses correlation analysis, logistic regression for the
scoring model and decision trees for the segmentation model. (Kumar, Ghani, & Mei,
2010) developed a system to reduce claims processing errors using machine learning
techniques such as Support Vector Machines by predicting claims that will need to be
reworked, and generating explanations to help the auditors correct these claims, developed
active learning to collect feedback from the auditors to improve the system over time. They
also found that SVM packages provided by Weka and KNIME were not able to handle
large datasets, whereas SVMperf had an extremely fast training time. (Ortega, Figueroa, &
Ruz, 2006) developed a neural network model to identify provider fraud. Their model was
built using 8,819 cases from Banmedica S.A., out of which 418 were fraudulent. Their
model was able to analyze each involved entity separately, along with dimensional
reduction and the consequent model robustness. Fraud and abuse cases were detected 6.6
months earlier than without the system. (He, Wang, Graco, & Hawkins, 1997) trained a
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multi-layer perceptron to classify the practice profiles of sample of medical general
practitioners who had been classified by expert consultants into four classes ranging from
having normal to abnormal profiles. A technique based on the probabilistic interpretation
of output of the neural network was used to improve the extent of noise in the experts’
classification and Kohonen’s Self –Organizing Map was applied. The MLP was then
retrained using a two-class classification to achieve a high agreement rate between the
classifications of the MLP and the classifications of the consultant. (Joudaki et al., 2014)
has done a literature survey of the data mining techniques used in the identification of
healthcare fraud and have reported the findings in the following table.
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Table 1: Data mining techniques for healthcare fraud detection (Joudaki et al., 2014)
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69%
70%
60%
50%
31%

40%
30%
20%
10%

0%

0%
Service Providers

Insurance Subscribers

Insurance Carriers

Figure 4: Percentage of Papers on detecting three types of fraud (Li et al., 2008)

(Li et al., 2008) developed a bar chart showing the percentage of papers in the
literature on each type of insurance fraud. It can be seen that there hasn’t been much
research conducted to detect insurance carrier fraud. This is mainly due to the fact that
obtaining datasets for healthcare fraud detection is difficult and the datasets that are
available are provided by insurance carriers.

2.3. Feature Selection:
The computing time for a data mining algorithm depends on the number of
instances in the data set and the number of attributes that each instance has. By selecting
the right features for training the data mining algorithm, the time taken to compute may be
reduced. According to (Li et al., 2008) feature selection also converts the raw data into a
more relevant data set. Feature selection is of paramount importance for any learning
algorithm which when poorly done (i.e., a poor set of features is selected) may lead to
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problems related to incomplete information, noisy or irrelevant features, not the best
set/mix of features, among others. Most papers only report the outcome of the feature
selection process without detailing much the feature selection process. (Ortega et al., 2006)
was one of the papers to report their feature selection procedure. First, domain experts
defined a preliminary set of features; second, correlation checks were performed to delete
redundant features; and third, the discriminating power of each feature was teste and only
those features with a discriminating power above a certain threshold were retained.
(Williams, Myers, & Silvious, 2009). (Ravisankar, Ravi, Rao, & Bose, 2011) used the tstatistic for feature selection. They found that the accuracy of the classification with only
the selected features was higher than the accuracy of classification using all the features.
Thus it can be seen that the accuracy of classification increases by using the best features
and at the same time the dataset size reduces. The number of features selected for fraud
detection ranges from several to fifty. Figure 5 provides a bar chart that shows the
percentages of papers in which a specific number of features are used.

Figure 5: Percentage of papers using specific number of features (Li et al., 2008)
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Computational Complexity
Computational complexity theory is the study of the scalability of algorithms, both
in general and in a problem-specific sense. The term scalability refers to how the time and
space required to solve a problem grow as the input grows (Mohr, 2014). The notion of
growth is formalized through the use of big O notation.

3.1. Big O Notation

In computer science, big O notation is used to classify algorithms by how they
respond (in their processing time or working space requirements) to changes in input size
(“Big O notation,” 2015). A description of a function in terms of big O notation usually
only provides an upper bound on the growth rate of the function (“Big O notation,” 2015).
Simply put, Big O notation is the language we use for articulating how long an algorithm
takes to run (“Big O Notation | Interview Cake,” n.d.). (“Big O Notation,” n.d.) explains
more about how to determine the big O complexities of algorithms. A list of classes that
are generally encountered when analyzing the running time of an algorithm can be seen in
table 2. The classes in the list are in increasing order of complexity. The number of
operations needed for the some of the most commonly used O notations can be seen in
figure 6.
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Notation

Name

Example

O (1)

Constant

Determining if a binary number is even or odd.

O (log log n)

Double logarithmic

O (log n)

Logarithmic

O (log c n), c > 1

Polylogarithmic

Matrix chain ordering can be solved in Polylogarithmic
time on a Parallel Random Access Machine.

O (nc), 0 < c <1

Fractional Power

Searching in a kd-tree.

O (n)

Linear

Finding an item in an unsorted list or a malformed tree
(worst case) or in an unsorted array; adding two n-bit
integers by ripple carry.

O (n log * n)

n log-star n

Performing triangulation of a simple polygon using
Seidel’s algorithm, or union-find algorithm.

O (n log n) = O (log n!)

Linearithmic, Loglinear, Performing a fast Fourier transform; heapsort, quicksort
Quasilinear
(best and average case), or merge sort

O (n2)

Quadratic

Multiplying two n-digit numbers by a simple algorithm;
bubble sort (worst case or naive implementation), Shell
sort, quicksort (worst case).

O (nc), c > 1

Polynomial or Algebraic

Tree-adjoining grammar parsing; maximum matching for
bipartite graphs.

O (cn), c > 1

Exponential

Finding the (exact) solution to the travelling salesman
problem using dynamic programming.

O (n!)

Factorial

Solving the traveling salesman problem via brute-force
search.

O (n . n!)

n x n factorial

Attempting to sort a list of elements using the incredibly
inefficient bogosort algorithm (average case).

Number of comparisons spent finding an item using
interpolation search in a sorted array of uniformly
distributed values.
Finding an item in a sorted array with a binary search or a
balanced search tree as well as all operations in a
Binomial heap.

Table 2: Time Complexity (“Big O notation,” 2015)
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Figure 6: Big-O Complexity (Steinberger, 2013)

3.2. K-means Clustering

The k-means clustering algorithm is one of the most commonly used clustering
algorithms that has been used by researchers to identify fraudulent credit card transactions
and fraudulent healthcare claims. Given a number of objects X and the number of clusters
k, the k-means clustering algorithm partitions the dataset X into k clusters. However, the
algorithm only works when all the attributes are numeric. Now, let us assume that each
object can be defined by 2 attributes. The attributes can be plotted in a 2-D space as shown
in figure 7.
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Figure 7: 2-D Plot of Instances

Before the k-means algorithm can run, the number of clusters (k) that these objects need to
be binned into needs to be decided. For example, let us bin the objects into three clusters.
The algorithm starts off by arbitrarily assigning three seeds or centroids (red dots). The
three initial arbitrary seeds can be seen in figure 8.

Figure 8: Plot of instances with initial seeds
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The distance of each object from each centroid is calculated and each object is assigned to
the nearest centroid. The cluster assignments using the initial arbitrary centroids can be
seen in figure 9. Once the objects are assigned to a particular cluster, the new centroids are
calculated by taking the mean of the attribute values in each cluster. The new cluster
centroids are shown in figure 10. The distance of each object from the new centroids is
calculated and the objects are once again assigned to the nearest centroid. The new cluster
assignments can be seen in figure 11. This process keeps on repeating till the cluster
assignments do not change or till the maximum specified number of iterations is reached.

Figure 9: Plot of Cluster assignments
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Figure 10: Plot of new Centroids

Figure 11: Plot of new Cluster assignment
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The distance between the all the attributes of n instances from k different centroids needs
to be calculated and this process is repeated for T iterations.
i.e. for (i = 1 ; i <= k, i++)
{for (j = 1 ; j < =n ; j++)
[for (a = 1; a <= c; a++)
Calculate Distance)]}
Hence the computation cost of this algorithm is O (T k n c) where T is the number of
iterations, n is the number of objects in the dataset, c is the number of attributes each object
has and k is the number of clusters that the objects need to be binned into. The number of
iterations depends on the data and the initial seeds chosen. If the number of iterations,
number of attributes and the number of clusters is assumed to be constant, the
computational time required for the algorithm to run would increase linearly with an
increase in data set size.

3.3. Regression (Taylor, 2011):

Regression is one of the other techniques used in detecting fraudulent transactions.
A linear regression equation can be given as Y= a X + b.
Let Y = (y1, y2 …yi) for i = 1 to n and X = (x1, x2 ….xi) for i =1 to n
For the estimation of complexity the constant term i.e. intercept can be dropped.
Hence we have Y= a X
I.e. XTY = a XTX
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I.e. (XTX)-1(XTY) = a (XTX)-1(XTX)
I.e. a = (XTX)-1(XTY)
The minimum square error solution for this system is found using the above equation. The
above equation comprises of three matrix multiplications and one matrix inversion. Let the
number of columns (attributes) in each matrix be C and the number of rows (instances) in
each matrix be N. The time complexities of the matrix multiplications and the matrix
inversions can be given as follows


XTX - Matrix multiplication, complexity: O(C2N)



(XTX)-1 - Matrix inversion, complexity: O(C3)



(XTX)-1(XTY) - Matrix multiplication, complexity: O(C2N)



(XTY)- Matrix multiplication, complexity: O(CN)
However it is a better computational practice to form the Cholesky decomposition

of (XTX) and use that in computing (XTX)-1(XTY)


The LU (or Cholesky) factorization has a computational complexity of O(C3)

We can see that asymptotically, O (C2N) dominates O (CN) and hence the O (CN) can be
ignored.
In the fraud identification databases N >> C, which means that O (C2N) asymptotically
dominates O (C3). Therefore the total time complexity is O (C2N). However for smaller
values of N we can see that computing the LU or Cholesky decomposition of XTX takes
significantly longer than performing XTX. The computational time for running a regression
model on datasets of different sizes with a constant number of attributes varies linearly
with the dataset size.
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3.4. Association Rules (Tan & Kumar, 2005):

The total number of rules that can be extracted from a data set with c attributes is 3c – 2c+1
+1. A common strategy used by association rule mining algorithms is to decompose the
problem into two major subtasks- frequent item-set generation and rule generation. The
objective of frequent item-set generation is to find all the item-sets that satisfy the
minimum support threshold. The objective of rule generation is to extract all the high
confidence rules from the frequent item-sets. The computational requirements for frequent
item-set generation are more expensive than those for rule generation. In general, a data
set that contains c attributes can be used to generate up to 2c - 1 frequent item-sets. A brute
force approach for finding the frequent number of item-sets, is to compare each candidate
against every transaction. The computational complexity of such a method is O (N M w)
where N is the number of transactions, M= 2c-1 and w is the maximum transaction width
(Tan & Kumar, 2005). The computational time for generating the association rules from
datasets of different sizes with the same number of attributes varies linearly with the dataset
size.

3.5 Logistic Regression

From (Komarek, 2004) it can be seen that linear regression is useful for data with
linear relationship or applications for which a first-order approximation is adequate. There
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are many applications for which linear regression is not appropriate or optimal. Logistic
regression is an alternative regression technique suited to data with binary outcomes.

3.5.1. Logistic model (Komarek, 2004):

Let X, y be a data set with binary outcomes. For each experiment xi in X the
outcome is either yi = 1 or yi = 0. Experiments with yi = 1 can be considered as the
fraudulent cases and the cases with yi = 0 can be considered as the non-fraudulent cases.
We can think of an experiment in X as a Bernoulli trial with mean parameter μ (xi), thus
yi is a Bernoulli random variable with mean μ (xi) and variance μ (xi) (1- μ (xi)). The
logistic function can be used to model the relation between the experiment xi and the
expected value of its outcome. This function is written as
μ (x, β) = exp (βTx) / ( 1+ exp (βTx))
We assume β0 is a constant term, thus the regression model reduces to y = μ (x, β)
+ ε, where ε is the error term. The error term can only take two values, i.e. if y =1 then ε =
1 - μ(x) otherwise ε = μ(x). The error has zero mean and a variance of μ(x) (1 - μ(x)). It is
possible to transform the logistic function into a linear model by using the logit function.
We apply logit to the outcome variable and expectation function of the original model to
create the new model.
g(y) = g(μ(x) + ε = βTx + ε(x)
To estimate the error, we turn to methods such as maximum likelihood estimation
or iteratively re-weighted least squares.
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3.5.2. Maximum likelihood estimation (Komarek, 2004):
The outcome y is a Bernoulli random variable with mean μ(x) in the LR model.
Thus we may compute the probability of the ith experiment and outcome of dataset X, y as
P (xi, yi | β)

= μ(x, β)

if y = 1

= 1- μ (x, β)

if y = 0

= μ (x, β)y (1- μ (x, β))1-y
From this function we may derive the likelihood and log likelihood of the data X,y
under the logistic regression model with parameters β as
L (X, y, β) = ∑ (μ (xi, β)yi (1-(μ (xi, β))1-yi
ln L (X, y, β) = ∑ (yi ln (μ (xi, β)) + (1- yi) ln (1- μ (xi, β)))
The likelihood and log-likelihood functions and nonlinear in β and cannot be solved
analytically. A numerical method needs to be used to solve it. The time complexity of this
approach is simply the time complexity of the numerical method used.
(Minka, 2003) explains the different numerical methods that can be used to solve
the likelihood and log-likelihood functions that are non-linear in β. Newton’s method was
one of the numerical methods explained.

3.5.3. Newton’s method:
From (Minka, 2003) we can see that the solution of the Newton’s method can be
reduced to the following form:
Wnew = (X A XT + λ I)-1 X A z
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This involves a matrix multiplication, a matrix inversion and a matrix-vector
multiplication. The complexity of a matrix multiplication is O (n c2). The time complexity
of a matrix vector multiplication is O (n c) and the time complexity of a matrix inversion
is O (c3). In our case, n >> c, hence the complexity of Newton’s method can be given as O
(n c2). Similarly the complexity of solving a logistic regression model changes according
to the numerical method chosen to calculate it. From (Minka, 2003), we can see that the
run time complexity of the numerical methods ranges from O (n c) to O (n c2).

3.6. Decision Trees (Witten & Frank, 2005)
Suppose the training data contains n instances and c attributes. We need to make
some assumption about the size of the tree, and we will assume that its depth is on the order
of log n, that is O (log n). This is the standard rate of growth of a tree with n leaves, provided
that it remains “bushy” and doesn’t degenerate into a few very long, stringy branches. Note
that we are tacitly assuming that most of the instances are different from each other and—
this is almost the same thing—that the c attributes provide enough tests to allow the
instances to be differentiated. For example, if there were only a few binary attributes, they
would allow only so many instances to be differentiated and the tree could not grow past a
certain point, rendering an “in the limit” analysis meaningless. The computational cost of
building the tree in the first place is O (c n log n). Consider the amount of work done for
one attribute over all nodes of the tree. Not all the examples need to be considered at each
node, of course. But at each possible tree depth, the entire set of n instances must be
considered in the worst case. And because there are log n different depths in the tree, the
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amount of work for this one attribute is O (n log n). At each node all attributes are
considered, so the total amount of work is O (c n log n).
This reasoning makes some assumptions. If some attributes are numeric, they must
be sorted, but once the initial sort has been done there is no need to re-sort at each tree
depth if the appropriate algorithm is used. The initial sort takes O (n log n) operations for
each of the c attributes; thus, the above complexity figure is unchanged. If the attributes
are nominal, all attributes do not have to be considered at each tree node because attributes
that are used further up the tree cannot be reused. However, if attributes are numeric, they
can be reused and so they have to be considered at every tree level. Next, consider pruning
by subtree replacement. First an error estimate must be made for every tree node. Provided
that counts are maintained appropriately, this is linear in the number of nodes in the tree.
Then each node needs to be considered for replacement. The tree has at most n leaves, one
for each instance. If it were a binary tree, each attribute being numeric or two-valued, that
would give it 2n – 1 nodes; multiway branches would only serve to decrease the number
of internal nodes. Thus, the complexity of subtree replacement is O (n). Finally, subtree
lifting has a basic complexity equal to subtree replacement. But there is an added cost
because instances need to be reclassified during the lifting operation. During the whole
process, each instance may have to be reclassified at every node between its leaf and the
root—that is, as many as O (log n) times. That makes the total number of reclassifications
O (n log n).
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3.7. Support Vector Machine (“Support vector machine,” 2015)

Support vector machines is a supervised learning method used for classification and
regression analysis. In the case of support vector machines, a data point is viewed as a pdimensional vector, and we want to know whether we can separate such points with a (p 1) dimensional hyperplane. After training an SVM, it builds a model that can be used to
assign instances in the training set to one category or the other, making it a nonprobabilistic binary linear classifier (“Support vector machine,” 2015). An SVM will
separate the data into two classes in such a way that it leaves a maximum margin between
the two classes (Bousquet & Herrmann, 2003).

Figure 12: Hyperplane (“Support vector machine,” 2015)

We can see that, H1 does not separate the classes. H2 does, but only with a small
margin. H3 separates them with the maximum margin.
Given some training data, a set of n points (xi, yi), where the yi is either 1 or −1,
indicating the class to which the point xi belongs. Each xi is a p-dimensional real vector.
We need to find the maximum-margin hyperplane that divides the points having yi = 1
from those having yi = -1.
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Figure 13: Maximum Margin Hyperplane (“Support vector machine,” 2015)

From figure 13 we can see that, any hyperplane can be written as the set of points
x satisfying w . x - b = 0, where ‘.’ denotes the dot product and w denotes the normal vector
to the hyperplane. The parameter b / ||w|| determines the offset of the hyperplane from the
origin along the normal vector w. If the training data are linearly separable, we can select
two hyperplanes in a way that they separate the data and there are no points between them,
and then try to maximize their distance. The region bounded by them is called "the margin".
These hyperplanes can be described by the equations w . x - b = 1 and w . x - b = -1. The
distance between these two hyperplanes can be given by 2 / ||w ||, so the objective function
is to minimize || w ||. As the data points need to be outside the margins, the constraint can
be given as yi (w . xi –b) >= 1.
The optimization problem that needs to be solved in order to maximize the distance
between the two hyperplanes is
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Minimize || w ||
Subject to yi (w . xi –b) >= 1 for i = 1,2,3,4….n
It is possible to alter the equation by substituting || w || with ½ || w || 2 (the factor of
½ being used for mathematical convenience) without changing the solution. This is a
quadratic programming optimization problem. As shown in (Chapelle, 2007), on
introduction of a regularization parameter, the dual of the optimizing function deals with
the matrix (XXT +𝝺I), which requires O (c n2 + n3) operations to compute and invert.
However when the asymptotic complexity needs to be calculated, n >> c, hence we can say
that n3 dominates n2c. Hence the big O complexity of this quadratic function can be given
as O (n3).
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Chapter 4
Analysis and Results
To experimentally verify the running time complexities of the various data mining
algorithms, the algorithms were implemented on datasets of different sizes. Credit card
transaction datasets and insurance claims datasets are highly confidential and very difficult
to obtain. This is one of the major factors responsible for the dearth of research in this
domain. The dummy dataset used to implement the data mining algorithms was taken from
(Bache & Lichman, 2013) and had about 565892 instances and each instance had 55
attributes of which the last instance was the class. Each instance was classified into 7
different classes. The size of this dummy dataset resembled the size of the datasets used in
some of the research on fraud detection. This thesis mainly focuses on the run time
efficiency of the algorithms, hence the size and not the attributes of the dataset was of
importance. The algorithms were implemented on the statistical computing environment
R. Different datasets were derived from this parent dataset by using R. The algorithms were
run on a system with the following specifications
Processor

Intel® Core™ i7-3537U CPU @ 2.00GHz

Installed Memory

8.00 GB (7.87 usable)

Hard Disk

500GB (7200 rpm) with SATA III + 32GB MSATA SSD
Table 3: System Specifications
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4.1. K-means Clustering Analysis:

The theoretical computational efficiency is given by O (T k n c). The k-means
clustering algorithm was run on 16 datasets that had different number of instances. To
verify the scalability of the algorithm, it was run on the different datasets for 6 different
cluster sizes. The size of the datasets varied from 100 instances to 565892 instances. The
code used for creating the datasets and measuring the time taken to run the algorithm can
be seen in appendix A. The time taken to run the algorithm for different cluster sizes and
different datasets with 54 attributes can be seen in figure 15. However R ran out of memory
when datasets that had more than 300,000 instances had to be binned into 20 clusters i.e.
the algorithm could not perform enough iterations to converge.
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Figure 14: Run time of k-means Clustering algorithm

From the graph of run time vs number of instances (figures 15 and 16), we can see
that each of the curves can be fitted using a linear equation with an R2 value greater than
0.93. Hence we can confirm that the complexity of the k-means clustering algorithm varies
linearly with the number of instances.
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Figure 15: K-means clustering (2 clusters)

Figure 16: K-means clustering (20 clusters)
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Theoretically the computing complexity of the k-means clustering algorithm varies
linearly with the number of clusters. To check this experimentally a graph of running time
vs cluster size for the same data set is plotted.

Figure 17: K-means clustering (2500 instances)

Figure 18: K-means clustering (25000 instances)
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Figure 19: K-means clustering (500000 instances)

From figure 17,we can see that the run time of the algorithm does not increase linearly with
an increase in the number of clusters. The R2 value is 0.004 indicating that the run time is
independent of the cluster size. However as the dataset size increase the run time of the
algorithm varies linearly with the number of clusters. From figures 18 and 19 it can be seen
that a line can be fitted through the graph with an R2 of more than 0.94. Hence we can
interpret that the computational complexity of the algorithm varies linearly with the
number of cluster for larger datasets.

4.1.1. Comparison with theoretical complexity of k-means clustering algorithm:
Theoretically the k means clustering algorithm varies linearly with an increase in
the number of instances in the database. From figure 14 it can be seen that by keeping the
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number of clusters and the number of attributes constant, the run time for the k-means
clustering algorithm varies fairly linearly with the number of instances. However if the
initial seeds chosen are different it may take the algorithm different number of iterations to
converge. This may cause the algorithm to give out different run times for the same dataset.
The maximum number of iterations to be performed can be specified. The algorithm may
not yield a locally optimal solution if it does not converge before the maximum number of
iterations are performed. Even though the solution may not be locally optimal, the
computational complexity of the algorithm can be verified. From figures 15 and 16, it can
be verified experimentally that the complexity of the k-means clustering algorithm is O
(N).

4.2 Regression Analysis
Theoretically the computational complexity of a regression model is O (NC 2). The
regression model was first run on 16 datasets of different sizes having the same number of
attributes. The R code used for calculating the time required to run each of these models
can be seen in appendix B. The plot of run time vs number of instances for different number
of attributes can be seen in figure 20. Visually, all the plots seem to vary linearly with an
increase in the number of instances. From figures 21and 22 it can be seen that a straight
line can be fitted through the graphs and the R2 value for each of these models is greater
than 0.99.
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Figure 20: Run time of Regression Model

Figure 21: Run time for Regression Model (15 attributes)
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Figure 22: Run time for Regression Model (30 attributes)

To check the variation of computational time with respect to the number of attributes, a
regression model was run on datasets having 5 – 55 attributes. The graph of run time vs
number of attributes for a given number of instances is plotted. The plots can be seen in
figures 23, 24 and 25.
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Figure 23: Run Time for Regression Model (5000 instances)

Figure 24: Run Time for Regression Model (50000 instances)
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Figure 25: Run time for Regression Model (500000 instances)

It can be seen from figure 23 that for smaller data sets, the run time for the model
is completely independent of the size of the dataset. However for larger datasets, we can
see that a polynomial of the order 2 can be fitted to the curve.

4.2.1. Comparison with the theoretical Regression model complexity
The theoretical computational complexity for a regression model is O
(NC2). It can be seen from figure 21 and 22 that the run time of the model varies linearly
with the number of instances for a given number of attributes. From figures 24 and 25 we
can see that the run time is proportional to the square of the number of attributes. Hence it
can be verified that the complexity of a regression model is O (NC2).
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4.3. Association Rules Analysis
The Apriori algorithm is one of the most commonly used association rule mining
algorithms. The theoretical computational complexity for the Apriori algorithm can be
given as O (N 2C).The code for the apriori algorithm on different databases can be seen in
Appendix C. The plot of run time vs number of instances for datasets having different
number of instances and a given number of attributes can be seen in figure 26. It can be
seen that the plots are fairly linear.

Figure 26: Run Time for Apriori Algorithm

From figures 27 and 28 it can be seen that a straight line can be fitted through the curve
with an R2 of greater than 0.99.
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Figure 27: Run Time for Apriori Algorithm (5 attributes)

Figure 28: Run Time of Apriori Algorithm (13 attributes)

In figure 29 and 30 we can see the plot of run time vs number of attributes for 75000
instances and 450000 instances respectively. It can be seen that the run time varies fairly
linearly with an increase in the number of attributes.
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Figure 29: Run Time of Apriori Algorithm ( 75000 instances)

Figure 30: Run Time of Apriori Algorithm (450000 instances)

4.3.1. Comparison with theoretical complexity for Apriori algorithm
From figures 27 and 28 we can see that a straight line can be fitted through the
curve and the R2 of the model is greater than 0.99. Hence we can verify that the run time
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for the apriori algorithm increases proportionally to the number of instances. Hence the
experimental run time agrees completely to the theoretical computational complexity of
the apriori algorithm for a given number of attributes. For a given number of instances the
theoretical run time of the apriori algorithm varies proportional to 2C. However
experimentally we see that the model performs better and it can be seen from figures 29
and 30 that the run time increases linearly with the number of attributes.

4.4. Logistic Regression Analysis
The theoretical computational complexity of the logistic regression model depends
on the numerical method chosen and the complexity varies between O (NC) to O (NC2).
The code for the logistic regression model was run on 16 different datasets and can be seen
in appendix D. The plot of the run time vs number of instances for different number of
attributes can be seen in figure 31. From figures 32 and 33 it can be seen that a straight line
can be fitted through the curve and the R2 for the model is greater than 0.99 in both the
cases. However, we can see that there are certain aberrations in datasets having more than
50 attributes and the plots are not strictly linear (figure 31). On running the model for the
outliers with a different set of 200000 and 300000 instances it can be seen that the run time
recorded agrees with the theoretical model and follows a linear pattern (figure 32). These
aberrations could be a result of the number of different levels that different attributes have.
For example a dataset with 1000 instances and 10 different levels for each attribute would
run quicker than a dataset with 1000 instances and 30 different levels for each attribute.
The aberrations could also be because of sorting. Some algorithms need the values of the
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attributes to be sorted before further processing, hence an algorithm would run quicker on
a dataset that has its attribute values sorted compared to one that doesn’t. The aberrations
could also be a result of the distribution of the attribute values.

Figure 31: Run Time for Logistic Regression Model
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Figure 32: Run Time for Logistic Regression model

Figure 33: Run Time for Logistic Regression (10 attributes)
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Figure 34: Run Time for Logistic Regression (45 attributes)

The plot of run time vs the number of attributes for a given number of instances can
be seen in figure 35.

Figure 35: Run Time of Logistic Regression model
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From the plot of run time vs number of attributes for 10000 instances (figure 39)
we can see that the run time is proportional to the square of the number of attributes. From
the plot of run time vs number of attributes for 200000 instances we can see that the run
time increase proportional to the number of attributes till about 45 attributes and then there
are a couple of outliers.

Figure 36: Run time for logistic regression model (10000 instances)

Figure 37: Run Time of Logistic Regression model (200000 instances)
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4.4.1. Comparison with theoretical logistic regression complexity:
The theoretical computational complexity of the logistic regression model varies
from O (NC) to O (NC2). From figures 33 and 34 we can see that a straight line can be
fitted through the plot and the R2 of the model is higher than 0.99. From figures 36 and 37,
we can see that a polynomial of order 2 can be plotted through the curve with an R2 of
greater than 0.97. Hence we can say that the run time is proportional to the square of the
number of attributes. Hence it can be seen that the experimental run times agree with the
theoretical run times of the logistic regression model.

4.5. Decision Tree Analysis
The theoretical computational complexity of decision trees is O (c n log n), where
c is the number of attributes and n is the number of instances. The code used for running
the decision tree model in R can be seen in appendix E. The initial dataset had attributes
that had more than 40 different nominal values. However the decision tree model that is a
part of the ‘tree’ package in R can only handle a maximum of 32 different nominal levels.
Hence to overcome this limitation, the dataset was edited and the resultant dataset had 13
attributes and about 490000 instances. The plot of the run time vs the number of instances
for a given number of attributes can be seen in figure 38. From figures 39 and 40, we can
see that a straight line can be fitted through each of the curves and the R 2 for each model
is greater than 0.999. Hence we can say that experimentally, the complexity of the decision
tree model varies linearly with time.
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Figure 38: Run time for Decision tree model

Figure 39: Run Time for Decision tree model (11 attributes)
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Figure 40: Run Time for decision tree Model (5 attributes)

The plot of run time vs number of attributes for a given number of instances can be
seen in figure 41.

Figure 41: Run time for Decision tree
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Figure 42: Run Time of Decision Trees (100 instances)

Figure 43: Run Time of Decision Trees (150000 instances)

From figure 42 it can be seen that for datasets with a small number of instances the run
time is independent of the number of attributes. However, from figure 43 it can be seen
that a straight line can be fitted through the curve with an R2 of greater than 0.98 for larger
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datasets. Hence we can say that the complexity of the decision tree model varies linearly
with the number of attributes.

4.5.1. Comparison with theoretical decision tree complexity:
Theoretically the complexity of a decision tree model is O(C N log N). However
from figures 39 and 40 we can see that the run time for the model is proportional to the
number of instances instead of being a function of (N log N) i.e. the model performs better
than the theoretical complexity. From figure 43 we can see that the run time of the model
is proportional to the number of attributes, which agrees with the theoretical complexity.

4.6. Support vector Machine Analysis
Theoretically the computational complexity for a Support vector machine can be
given by O (N3). The ‘svm’ model in R is a part of the e1071 package. The code for
calculating the run time for the support vector machine algorithm can be seen in appendix
F. The algorithm was run on datasets of different sizes having 14 attributes. The plot of the
run time vs the number of instances can be seen in figure 44. When the algorithm was run
for datasets having more than 300000 instances, ‘R’ crashed. However we can see from
the available data points that the model can be perfectly fit by a polynomial of order 2.
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Figure 44: Run Time of SVM

Figure 45: Run Time of SVM
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4.6.1. Comparison with the theoretical complexity of Support Vector Machines
Theoretically the computational complexity of a support vector machine is O (N3).
From figure 44 we can see that the model can be fit perfectly by a polynomial of order 2.
This means that the experimental model performs better than the theoretical model. We
can see that if the model were to be fitted by a polynomial of degree 2, it would take about
55000 seconds for the model to run on a dataset that had 500000 instances. However if the
model were to be fitted by a polynomial of degree 3, it would take about 45000 seconds to
run on a dataset that had 500000 instances (figure 45).
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The quicker a fraud is identified, the less is the loss due to the fraud. Hence there is a dire
need for fraud detection systems to run efficiently so that the fraud is detected, but at the
same time the fraud detection system needs to run in real time. We can see that the run time
for all the algorithms agrees with the big O complexities i.e. the experimental run time is
better than or equal to the theoretical complexity. Most of the research in this domain,
points to the fact that support vector machines have the best performance in identifying
fraud. However we can see that the experimental run time for a support vector machine is
way greater than other data mining algorithms. A tradeoff needs to be made between the
performance of the algorithm in identifying fraud and the performance of the algorithm
with respect to run time. As the number of attributes is very small compared to the number
of instances, the run time of the algorithms does not increase much due to altering the
number of attributes i.e. a model with 50% more attributes would run quicker than a model
with 50% more attributes.

5.1. Future Scope
Hybrid models could be developed that combine the computationally efficient models with
the models that have a very high predictive power i.e. computationally efficient models
could be run on a dataset to sift through the data and identify the cases that pose a higher
risk of fraud and then the models with a higher predictive power could be used on the
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smaller derived dataset to accurately pinpoint the fraudulent cases. It can be seen that
increasing the number of attributes does not increase the run time considerably, hence
instead of increasing the number of instances to train a model, sampling could be done to
choose a subset of the model and a lot of derived attributes could be used to achieve a more
computationally efficiency model by maintaining the same level of predictive power.
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Appendix A: K-means Clustering


Code to read the data file and create 16 datasets of different sizes

Foresttype = read.csv(file.choose())
foresttype_100=foresttype[1:100,]
foresttype_500=foresttype[1:500,]
foresttype_1000=foresttype[1:1000,]
foresttype_2500=foresttype[1:2500,]
foresttype_5000=foresttype[1:5000,]
foresttype_7500=foresttype[1:7500,]
foresttype_10000=foresttype[1:10000,]
foresttype_25000=foresttype[1:25000,]
foresttype_50000=foresttype[1:50000,]
foresttype_75000=foresttype[1:75000,]
foresttype_100000=foresttype[1:100000,]
foresttype_200000=foresttype[1:200000,]
foresttype_300000=foresttype[1:300000,]
foresttype_400000=foresttype[1:400000,]
foresttype_500000=foresttype[1:500000,]
 K-means clustering algorithm for classifying the dataset into 2 clusters and
recording time taken to run the algorithm
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_100,2))
user system elapsed
0
0
0
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_500,2))
user system elapsed
0.01 0.00 0.02
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_1000,2))
user system elapsed
0.01 0.00 0.02
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_2500,2))
user system elapsed
0.00 0.00 0.02
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_5000,2))
user system elapsed
0.01 0.00 0.01
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_7500,2))
user system elapsed
0.03 0.00 0.04
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_10000,2))
user system elapsed
0.04 0.00 0.04
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_25000,2))
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user system elapsed
0.09 0.02 0.11
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_50000,2))
user system elapsed
0.25 0.03 0.29
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_75000,2))
user system elapsed
0.34 0.01 0.39
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_100000,2))
user system elapsed
0.64 0.06 0.71
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_200000,2))
user system elapsed
1.59 0.12 1.72
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_300000,2))
user system elapsed
1.44 0.20 1.64
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_400000,2))
user system elapsed
2.86 0.25 3.14
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_500000,2))
user system elapsed
2.49 0.27 2.78
system.time(kmeans(foresttype,2))
user system elapsed
3.93 0.36 4.29
 K-means clustering algorithm for classifying the dataset into 3 clusters and
recording time taken to run the algorithm
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_100,3))
user system elapsed
0
0
0
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_500,3))
user system elapsed
0.02 0.00 0.01
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_1000,3))
user system elapsed
0
0
0
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_2500,3))
user system elapsed
0.01 0.00 0.02
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_5000,3))
user system elapsed
0.02 0.00 0.02
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_7500,3))
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user system elapsed
0.03 0.00 0.03
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_10000,3))
user system elapsed
0.06 0.00 0.06
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_25000,3))
user system elapsed
0.15 0.01 0.17
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_50000,3))
user system elapsed
0.25 0.01 0.27
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_75000,3))
user system elapsed
0.50 0.05 0.55
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_100000,3))
user system elapsed
0.70 0.06 0.77
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_200000,3))
user system elapsed
1.34 0.05 1.42
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_300000,3))
user system elapsed
2.17 0.13 2.30
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_400000,3))
user system elapsed
2.64 0.21 2.86
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_500000,3))
user system elapsed
6.07 0.23 6.31
system.time(kmeans(foresttype,3))
user system elapsed
5.11 0.29 5.43
 K-means clustering algorithm for classifying the dataset into 4 clusters and
recording time taken to run the algorithm
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_100,4))
user system elapsed
0
0
0
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_500,4))
user system elapsed
0
0
0
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_1000,4))
user system elapsed
0.02 0.00 0.02
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_2500,4))
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user system elapsed
0.02 0.00 0.02
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_5000,4))
user system elapsed
0.01 0.00 0.02
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_7500,4))
user system elapsed
0.01 0.00 0.04
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_10000,4))
user system elapsed
0.04 0.00 0.05
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_25000,4))
user system elapsed
0.08 0.03 0.11
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_50000,4))
user system elapsed
0.42 0.03 0.46
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_75000,4))
user system elapsed
0.64 0.03 0.68
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_100000,4))
user system elapsed
1.05 0.09 1.14
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_200000,4))
user system elapsed
2.68 0.08 2.76
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_300000,4))
user system elapsed
3.58 0.11 3.69
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_400000,4))
user system elapsed
3.45 0.20 3.67
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_500000,4))
user system elapsed
4.85 0.22 5.09
system.time(kmeans(foresttype,4))
user system elapsed
8.11 0.29 8.40
 K-means clustering algorithm for classifying the dataset into 5 clusters and
recording time taken to run the algorithm
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_100,5))
user system elapsed
0
0
0
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_500,5))
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user system elapsed
0
0
0
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_1000,5))
user system elapsed
0.02 0.00 0.01
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_2500,5))
user system elapsed
0.01 0.00 0.01
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_5000,5))
user system elapsed
0.01 0.00 0.02
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_7500,5))
user system elapsed
0.03 0.00 0.03
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_10000,5))
user system elapsed
0.08 0.02 0.10
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_25000,5))
user system elapsed
0.19 0.01 0.20
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_50000,5))
user system elapsed
0.47 0.02 0.49
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_75000,5))
user system elapsed
0.88 0.01 0.89
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_100000,5))
user system elapsed
1.47 0.04 1.51
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_200000,5))
user system elapsed
2.41 0.05 2.48
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_300000,5))
user system elapsed
4.56 0.15 4.72
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_400000,5))
user system elapsed
6.30 0.28 6.58
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_500000,5))
user system elapsed
9.35 0.32 9.68
system.time(kmeans(foresttype,5))
user system elapsed
7.78 0.25 8.05
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K-means clustering algorithm for classifying the dataset into 10 clusters and
recording time taken to run the algorithm

system.time(kmeans(foresttype_100,10))
user system elapsed
0
0
0
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_500,10))
user system elapsed
0.01 0.00 0.01
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_1000,10))
user system elapsed
0
0
0
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_2500,10))
user system elapsed
0.02 0.00 0.01
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_5000,10))
user system elapsed
0.05 0.00 0.05
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_7500,10))
user system elapsed
0.03 0.00 0.03
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_10000,10))
user system elapsed
0.08 0.00 0.08
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_25000,10))
user system elapsed
0.27 0.00 0.27
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_50000,10))
user system elapsed
1.05 0.02 1.09
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_75000,10))
user system elapsed
1.31 0.03 1.34
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_100000,10))
user system elapsed
1.72 0.08 1.83
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_200000,10))
user system elapsed
6.51 0.11 6.64
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_300000,10))
user system elapsed
4.50 0.06 4.57
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_400000,10))
user system elapsed
6.35 0.16 6.54
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system.time(kmeans(foresttype_500000,10))
user system elapsed
11.87 0.25 12.12
system.time(kmeans(foresttype,10))
user system elapsed
21.12 0.28 21.45
 K-means clustering algorithm for classifying the dataset into 20 clusters and
recording time taken to run the algorithm
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_100,20))
user system elapsed
0.01 0.00 0.02
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_500,20))
user system elapsed
0.04 0.00 0.02
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_1000,20))
user system elapsed
0.02 0.00 0.01
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_2500,20))
user system elapsed
0.01 0.00 0.02
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_5000,20))
user system elapsed
0.04 0.00 0.03
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_7500,20))
user system elapsed
0.08 0.00 0.07
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_10000,20))
user system elapsed
0.11 0.00 0.11
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_25000,20))
user system elapsed
0.77 0.01 0.79
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_50000,20))
user system elapsed
1.22 0.01 1.24
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_75000,20))
user system elapsed
1.51 0.05 1.56
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_100000,20))
user system elapsed
2.12 0.03 2.17
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_200000,20))
user system elapsed
4.58 0.06 4.66
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system.time(kmeans(foresttype_300000,20))
user system elapsed
9.80 0.14 9.93
Warning message:
Quick-TRANSfer stage steps exceeded maximum (= 15000000)
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_400000,20))
user system elapsed
11.17 0.21 11.39
Warning message:
Quick-TRANSfer stage steps exceeded maximum (= 20000000)
system.time(kmeans(foresttype_500000,20))
user system elapsed
24.36 0.25 24.64
Warning message:
did not converge in 10 iterations
system.time(kmeans(foresttype,20))
user system elapsed
23.91 0.27 24.20
Warning message:
Quick-TRANSfer stage steps exceeded maximum (= 28294600)
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Appendix B: Regression


Code for Regression with 50 attributes

> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype_100))
user system elapsed
0.01
0.00
0.01
> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype_500))
user system elapsed
0
0
0
> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype_1000))
user system elapsed
0.02
0.00
0.01
> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
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29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype_2500))
user system elapsed
0.03
0.00
0.03
> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype_5000))
user system elapsed
0.03
0.00
0.03
> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype_7500))
user system elapsed
0.03
0.00
0.03
> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype_10000))
user system elapsed
0.08
0.00
0.08
> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype_25000))
user system elapsed
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0.18
0.00
0.17
> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype_50000))
user system elapsed
0.32
0.01
0.33
> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype_75000))
user system elapsed
0.47
0.01
0.49
> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype_100000))
user system elapsed
0.64
0.06
0.67
> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype_200000))
user system elapsed
1.19
0.09
1.28
> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
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e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype_300000))
user system elapsed
1.77
0.11
1.88
> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype_400000))
user system elapsed
2.53
0.18
2.72
> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype_500000))
user system elapsed
3.02
0.36
3.41
> system.time(lm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horizontal_D
istance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_Distanc
e_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizontal_Di
stance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderness_Area
3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+Soil_Typ
e5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_Type11+
Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil_Type17
+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soil_Type2
3+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+Soil_Type
29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+Soil_Typ
e35+Soil_Type36,data=foresttype))
user system elapsed
3.56
0.36
3.92
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Appendix C: Association Rules (Apriori Algorithm)


Code for Apriori algorithm with 9 attributes

> system.time(apriori(association[1:100,-(9:12)]))
Parameter specification:
confidence minval smax arem aval originalSupport support
0.8
0.1
1 none FALSE
TRUE
0.1
minlen maxlen target
ext
1
10 rules FALSE
Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose
0.1 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
2
TRUE
apriori - find association rules with the apriori algorithm
version 4.21 (2004.05.09)
(c) 1996-2004
Christian Borgelt
set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.00s].
set transactions ...[39 item(s), 100 transaction(s)] done [0.00s].
sorting and recoding items ... [25 item(s)] done [0.00s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.00s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 done [0.00s].
writing ... [1266 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object ... done [0.00s].
user system elapsed
0.01
0.00
0.01
> system.time(apriori(association[1:10000,-(9:12)]))
Parameter specification:
confidence minval smax arem aval originalSupport support
0.8
0.1
1 none FALSE
TRUE
0.1
minlen maxlen target
ext
1
10 rules FALSE
Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose
0.1 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
2
TRUE
apriori - find association rules with the apriori algorithm
version 4.21 (2004.05.09)
(c) 1996-2004
Christian Borgelt
set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.00s].
set transactions ...[59 item(s), 10000 transaction(s)] done [0.00s].
sorting and recoding items ... [29 item(s)] done [0.00s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.00s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 5 done [0.02s].
writing ... [132 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object ... done [0.00s].
user system elapsed
0.10
0.00
0.09
> system.time(apriori(association[1:25000,-(9:12)]))
Parameter specification:
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confidence minval smax arem aval originalSupport support
0.8
0.1
1 none FALSE
TRUE
0.1
minlen maxlen target
ext
1
10 rules FALSE
Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose
0.1 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
2
TRUE
apriori - find association rules with the apriori algorithm
version 4.21 (2004.05.09)
(c) 1996-2004
Christian Borgelt
set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.00s].
set transactions ...[59 item(s), 25000 transaction(s)] done [0.01s].
sorting and recoding items ... [29 item(s)] done [0.00s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.00s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 5 done [0.00s].
writing ... [127 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object ... done [0.00s].
user system elapsed
0.23
0.02
0.25
> system.time(apriori(association[1:50000,-(9:12)]))
Parameter specification:
confidence minval smax arem aval originalSupport support
0.8
0.1
1 none FALSE
TRUE
0.1
minlen maxlen target
ext
1
10 rules FALSE
Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose
0.1 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
2
TRUE
apriori - find association rules with the apriori algorithm
version 4.21 (2004.05.09)
(c) 1996-2004
Christian Borgelt
set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.00s].
set transactions ...[59 item(s), 50000 transaction(s)] done [0.03s].
sorting and recoding items ... [29 item(s)] done [0.00s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.03s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 5 done [0.00s].
writing ... [123 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object ... done [0.00s].
user system elapsed
0.48
0.00
0.49
> system.time(apriori(association[1:75000,-(9:12)]))
Parameter specification:
confidence minval smax arem aval originalSupport support
0.8
0.1
1 none FALSE
TRUE
0.1
minlen maxlen target
ext
1
10 rules FALSE
Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose
0.1 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
2
TRUE
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apriori - find association rules with the apriori algorithm
version 4.21 (2004.05.09)
(c) 1996-2004
Christian Borgelt
set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.00s].
set transactions ...[59 item(s), 75000 transaction(s)] done [0.03s].
sorting and recoding items ... [29 item(s)] done [0.00s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.05s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 5 done [0.00s].
writing ... [126 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object ... done [0.01s].
user system elapsed
0.76
0.00
0.77
> system.time(apriori(association[1:100000,-(9:12)]))
Parameter specification:
confidence minval smax arem aval originalSupport support
0.8
0.1
1 none FALSE
TRUE
0.1
minlen maxlen target
ext
1
10 rules FALSE
Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose
0.1 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
2
TRUE
apriori - find association rules with the apriori algorithm
version 4.21 (2004.05.09)
(c) 1996-2004
Christian Borgelt
set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.00s].
set transactions ...[59 item(s), 100000 transaction(s)] done [0.05s].
sorting and recoding items ... [29 item(s)] done [0.01s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.04s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 5 done [0.01s].
writing ... [121 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object ... done [0.00s].
user system elapsed
1.02
0.00
1.02
> system.time(apriori(association[1:150000,-(9:12)]))
Parameter specification:
confidence minval smax arem aval originalSupport support
0.8
0.1
1 none FALSE
TRUE
0.1
minlen maxlen target
ext
1
10 rules FALSE
Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose
0.1 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
2
TRUE
apriori - find association rules with the apriori algorithm
version 4.21 (2004.05.09)
(c) 1996-2004
Christian Borgelt
set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.00s].
set transactions ...[59 item(s), 150000 transaction(s)] done [0.06s].
sorting and recoding items ... [29 item(s)] done [0.00s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.10s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 5 done [0.01s].
writing ... [126 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object ... done [0.01s].
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user system elapsed
1.72
0.02
1.70
> system.time(apriori(association[1:200000,-(9:12)]))
Parameter specification:
confidence minval smax arem aval originalSupport support
0.8
0.1
1 none FALSE
TRUE
0.1
minlen maxlen target
ext
1
10 rules FALSE
Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose
0.1 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
2
TRUE
apriori - find association rules with the apriori algorithm
version 4.21 (2004.05.09)
(c) 1996-2004
Christian Borgelt
set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.00s].
set transactions ...[59 item(s), 200000 transaction(s)] done [0.09s].
sorting and recoding items ... [29 item(s)] done [0.02s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.17s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 5 done [0.01s].
writing ... [122 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object ... done [0.01s].
user system elapsed
2.28
0.01
2.29
> system.time(apriori(association[1:250000,-(9:12)]))
Parameter specification:
confidence minval smax arem aval originalSupport support
0.8
0.1
1 none FALSE
TRUE
0.1
minlen maxlen target
ext
1
10 rules FALSE
Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose
0.1 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
2
TRUE
apriori - find association rules with the apriori algorithm
version 4.21 (2004.05.09)
(c) 1996-2004
Christian Borgelt
set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.00s].
set transactions ...[59 item(s), 250000 transaction(s)] done [0.10s].
sorting and recoding items ... [29 item(s)] done [0.03s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.20s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 5 done [0.01s].
writing ... [119 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object ... done [0.02s].
user system elapsed
2.76
0.03
2.81
> system.time(apriori(association[1:300000,-(9:12)]))
Parameter specification:
confidence minval smax arem aval originalSupport support
0.8
0.1
1 none FALSE
TRUE
0.1
minlen maxlen target
ext
1
10 rules FALSE
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Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose
0.1 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
2
TRUE
apriori - find association rules with the apriori algorithm
version 4.21 (2004.05.09)
(c) 1996-2004
Christian Borgelt
set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.00s].
set transactions ...[59 item(s), 300000 transaction(s)] done [0.13s].
sorting and recoding items ... [29 item(s)] done [0.03s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.26s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 5 done [0.02s].
writing ... [124 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object ... done [0.01s].
user system elapsed
3.41
0.00
3.40
> system.time(apriori(association[1:350000,-(9:12)]))
Parameter specification:
confidence minval smax arem aval originalSupport support
0.8
0.1
1 none FALSE
TRUE
0.1
minlen maxlen target
ext
1
10 rules FALSE
Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose
0.1 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
2
TRUE
apriori - find association rules with the apriori algorithm
version 4.21 (2004.05.09)
(c) 1996-2004
Christian Borgelt
set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.00s].
set transactions ...[59 item(s), 350000 transaction(s)] done [0.17s].
sorting and recoding items ... [29 item(s)] done [0.03s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.31s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 5 done [0.00s].
writing ... [125 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object ... done [0.05s].
user system elapsed
4.02
0.04
4.06
> system.time(apriori(association[1:400000,-(9:12)]))
Parameter specification:
confidence minval smax arem aval originalSupport support
0.8
0.1
1 none FALSE
TRUE
0.1
minlen maxlen target
ext
1
10 rules FALSE
Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose
0.1 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
2
TRUE
apriori - find association rules with the apriori algorithm
version 4.21 (2004.05.09)
(c) 1996-2004
Christian Borgelt
set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.00s].
set transactions ...[59 item(s), 400000 transaction(s)] done [0.22s].
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sorting and recoding items ... [29 item(s)] done [0.03s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.39s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 5 done [0.00s].
writing ... [119 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object ... done [0.05s].
user system elapsed
4.80
0.10
4.87
> system.time(apriori(association[1:450000,-(9:12)]))
Parameter specification:
confidence minval smax arem aval originalSupport support
0.8
0.1
1 none FALSE
TRUE
0.1
minlen maxlen target
ext
1
10 rules FALSE
Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose
0.1 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
2
TRUE
apriori - find association rules with the apriori algorithm
version 4.21 (2004.05.09)
(c) 1996-2004
Christian Borgelt
set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.00s].
set transactions ...[59 item(s), 450000 transaction(s)] done [0.19s].
sorting and recoding items ... [29 item(s)] done [0.03s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.44s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 5 done [0.00s].
writing ... [124 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object ... done [0.05s].
user system elapsed
5.19
0.05
5.25
> system.time(apriori(association[,-(9:12)]))
Parameter specification:
confidence minval smax arem aval originalSupport support
0.8
0.1
1 none FALSE
TRUE
0.1
minlen maxlen target
ext
1
10 rules FALSE
Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose
0.1 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
2
TRUE
apriori - find association rules with the apriori algorithm
version 4.21 (2004.05.09)
(c) 1996-2004
Christian Borgelt
set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.01s].
set transactions ...[59 item(s), 490321 transaction(s)] done [0.31s].
sorting and recoding items ... [29 item(s)] done [0.05s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.48s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 5 done [0.01s].
writing ... [121 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object ... done [0.05s].
user system elapsed
5.75
0.10
5.89
> system.time(apriori(association[,-(11:12)]))
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Parameter specification:
confidence minval smax arem aval originalSupport support
0.8
0.1
1 none FALSE
TRUE
0.1
minlen maxlen target
ext
1
10 rules FALSE
Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose
0.1 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE
2
TRUE
apriori - find association rules with the apriori algorithm
version 4.21 (2004.05.09)
(c) 1996-2004
Christian Borgelt
set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.00s].
set transactions ...[71 item(s), 490321 transaction(s)] done [0.26s].
sorting and recoding items ... [35 item(s)] done [0.07s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.54s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 5 done [0.02s].
writing ... [233 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object ... done [0.06s].
user system elapsed
6.29
0.02
6.34
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Appendix D: Logistic Regression


Code for Logistic regression with 55 attributes.

> system.time(glm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horiz
ontal_Distance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_
Distance_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizo
ntal_Distance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderne
ss_Area3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+S
oil_Type5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_
Type11+Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil
_Type17+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soi
l_Type23+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+So
il_Type29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+S
oil_Type35+Soil_Type36+Soil_Type37+Soil_Type38+Soil_Type39+Soil_Type40,
data=foresttype_logistic_100,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
0.01
0.00
0.02
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horiz
ontal_Distance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_
Distance_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizo
ntal_Distance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderne
ss_Area3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+S
oil_Type5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_
Type11+Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil
_Type17+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soi
l_Type23+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+So
il_Type29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+S
oil_Type35+Soil_Type36+Soil_Type37+Soil_Type38+Soil_Type39+Soil_Type40,
data=foresttype_logistic_500,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
0.03
0.00
0.03
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horiz
ontal_Distance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_
Distance_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizo
ntal_Distance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderne
ss_Area3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+S
oil_Type5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_
Type11+Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil
_Type17+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soi
l_Type23+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+So
il_Type29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+S
oil_Type35+Soil_Type36+Soil_Type37+Soil_Type38+Soil_Type39+Soil_Type40,
data=foresttype_logistic_1000,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
0.08
0.00
0.08
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horiz
ontal_Distance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_
Distance_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizo
ntal_Distance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderne
ss_Area3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+S
oil_Type5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_
Type11+Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil
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_Type17+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soi
l_Type23+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+So
il_Type29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+S
oil_Type35+Soil_Type36+Soil_Type37+Soil_Type38+Soil_Type39+Soil_Type40,
data=foresttype_logistic_2500,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
0.13
0.02
0.14
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horiz
ontal_Distance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_
Distance_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizo
ntal_Distance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderne
ss_Area3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+S
oil_Type5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_
Type11+Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil
_Type17+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soi
l_Type23+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+So
il_Type29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+S
oil_Type35+Soil_Type36+Soil_Type37+Soil_Type38+Soil_Type39+Soil_Type40,
data=foresttype_logistic_5000,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
0.12
0.00
0.13
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horiz
ontal_Distance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_
Distance_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizo
ntal_Distance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderne
ss_Area3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+S
oil_Type5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_
Type11+Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil
_Type17+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soi
l_Type23+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+So
il_Type29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+S
oil_Type35+Soil_Type36+Soil_Type37+Soil_Type38+Soil_Type39+Soil_Type40,
data=foresttype_logistic_7500,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
0.15
0.01
0.17
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horiz
ontal_Distance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_
Distance_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizo
ntal_Distance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderne
ss_Area3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+S
oil_Type5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_
Type11+Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil
_Type17+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soi
l_Type23+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+So
il_Type29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+S
oil_Type35+Soil_Type36+Soil_Type37+Soil_Type38+Soil_Type39+Soil_Type40,
data=foresttype_logistic_10000,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
0.22
0.02
0.23
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horiz
ontal_Distance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_
Distance_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizo
ntal_Distance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderne
ss_Area3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+S
oil_Type5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_
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Type11+Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil
_Type17+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soi
l_Type23+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+So
il_Type29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+S
oil_Type35+Soil_Type36+Soil_Type37+Soil_Type38+Soil_Type39+Soil_Type40,
data=foresttype_logistic_25000,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
0.62
0.05
0.67
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horiz
ontal_Distance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_
Distance_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizo
ntal_Distance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderne
ss_Area3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+S
oil_Type5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_
Type11+Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil
_Type17+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soi
l_Type23+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+So
il_Type29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+S
oil_Type35+Soil_Type36+Soil_Type37+Soil_Type38+Soil_Type39+Soil_Type40,
data=foresttype_logistic_50000,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
1.40
0.03
1.44
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horiz
ontal_Distance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_
Distance_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizo
ntal_Distance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderne
ss_Area3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+S
oil_Type5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_
Type11+Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil
_Type17+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soi
l_Type23+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+So
il_Type29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+S
oil_Type35+Soil_Type36+Soil_Type37+Soil_Type38+Soil_Type39+Soil_Type40,
data=foresttype_logistic_75000,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
2.10
0.10
2.22
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horiz
ontal_Distance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_
Distance_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizo
ntal_Distance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderne
ss_Area3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+S
oil_Type5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_
Type11+Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil
_Type17+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soi
l_Type23+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+So
il_Type29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+S
oil_Type35+Soil_Type36+Soil_Type37+Soil_Type38+Soil_Type39+Soil_Type40,
data=foresttype_logistic_100000,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
2.59
0.23
2.86
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horiz
ontal_Distance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_
Distance_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizo
ntal_Distance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderne
ss_Area3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+S
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oil_Type5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_
Type11+Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil
_Type17+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soi
l_Type23+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+So
il_Type29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+S
oil_Type35+Soil_Type36+Soil_Type37+Soil_Type38+Soil_Type39+Soil_Type40,
data=foresttype_logistic_200000,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
9.41
0.68
10.14
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horiz
ontal_Distance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_
Distance_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizo
ntal_Distance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderne
ss_Area3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+S
oil_Type5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_
Type11+Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil
_Type17+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soi
l_Type23+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+So
il_Type29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+S
oil_Type35+Soil_Type36+Soil_Type37+Soil_Type38+Soil_Type39+Soil_Type40,
data=foresttype_logistic_300000,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
11.35
1.00
12.39
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horiz
ontal_Distance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_
Distance_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizo
ntal_Distance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderne
ss_Area3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+S
oil_Type5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_
Type11+Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil
_Type17+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soi
l_Type23+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+So
il_Type29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+S
oil_Type35+Soil_Type36+Soil_Type37+Soil_Type38+Soil_Type39+Soil_Type40,
data=foresttype_logistic_400000,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
10.25
0.99
11.26
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type ~ Elevation + Aspect + Slope + Horiz
ontal_Distance_To_Hydrology +Vertical_Distance_To_Hydrology+Horizontal_
Distance_To_Roadways+Hillshade_9am+Hillshade_Noon+Hillshade_3pm+ Horizo
ntal_Distance_To_Fire_Points+Wilderness_Area1+Wilderness_Area2+Wilderne
ss_Area3+Wilderness_Area4+Soil_Type1+Soil_Type2+Soil_Type3+Soil_Type4+S
oil_Type5+Soil_Type6+Soil_Type7+Soil_Type8+Soil_Type9+Soil_Type10+Soil_
Type11+Soil_Type12+Soil_Type13+Soil_Type14+Soil_Type15+Soil_Type16+Soil
_Type17+Soil_Type18+Soil_Type19+Soil_Type20+Soil_Type21+Soil_Type22+Soi
l_Type23+Soil_Type24+Soil_Type25+Soil_Type26+Soil_Type27+Soil_Type28+So
il_Type29+Soil_Type30+Soil_Type31+Soil_Type32+Soil_Type33+Soil_Type34+S
oil_Type35+Soil_Type36+Soil_Type37+Soil_Type38+Soil_Type39+Soil_Type40,
data=foresttype_logistic,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
14.85
1.08
15.96
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Code for checking aberrations with a different dataset of same size.

> system.time(glm(Cover_Type~.,data=foresttype_logistic[300000:500000,]
,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
5.37
0.44
5.85
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type~.,data=foresttype_logistic[200000:500000,]
,family=binomial))
user system elapsed
8.21
0.70
8.92
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type~.,data=foresttype_logistic[200000:500000,(51:54)],family=binomial))
user system elapsed
7.12
0.65
7.80
> system.time(glm(Cover_Type~.,data=foresttype_logistic[300000:500000,(51:54)],family=binomial))
user system elapsed
4.65
0.45
5.15
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Appendix E: Decision Tree

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Code for decision tree model with 15 attributes

library("Matrix", lib.loc="~/R/win-library/3.2")
library("tree", lib.loc="~/R/win-library/3.2")
dectree=read.csv(file.choose())
system.time(tree(Cover_Type~.,data=dectree[1:100,]))
user
system
elapsed
0.01
0
0.01
system.time(tree(Cover_Type~.,data=dectree[1:10000,]))
user
system
elapsed
0.05
0.01
0.06
system.time(tree(Cover_Type~.,data=dectree[1:25000,]))
user
system elapsed
0.2
0
0.2
system.time(tree(Cover_Type~.,data=dectree[1:50000,]))
user
system
elapsed
0.40
0.01
0.41
system.time(tree(Cover_Type~.,data=dectree[1:75000,]))
user
system
elapsed
0.59
0.02
0.62
system.time(tree(Cover_Type~.,data=dectree[1:100000,]))
user
system
elapsed
0.92
0.02
0.94
system.time(tree(Cover_Type~.,data=dectree[1:150000,]))
user
system
elapsed
1.30
0.05
1.35
system.time(tree(Cover_Type~.,data=dectree[1:200000,]))
user
system
elapsed
1.84
0.03
1.86
system.time(tree(Cover_Type~.,data=dectree[1:250000,]))
user
system
elapsed
2.50
0.03
2.53
system.time(tree(Cover_Type~.,data=dectree[1:300000,]))
user
system
elapsed
2.75
0.06
2.82
system.time(tree(Cover_Type~.,data=dectree[1:350000,]))
user
system
elapsed
3.38
0.02
3.40
system.time(tree(Cover_Type~.,data=dectree[1:400000,]))
user
system
elapsed
4.05
0.03
4.08
system.time(tree(Cover_Type~.,data=dectree[1:450000,]))
user
system
elapsed
4.31
0.09
4.40
system.time(tree(Cover_Type~.,data=dectree[1:490321,]))
user
system
elapsed
4.92
0.08
5.01
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Appendix F: Support Vector Machine


Code for Support Vector Machine Model with 15 attributes

> library("e1071", lib.loc="~/R/win-library/3.2")
Warning message:
package ‘e1071’ was built under R version 3.2.1
> system.time(svm(Cover_Type~.,data=svmachine[1:100,]))
user system elapsed
0.00
0.01
0.02
> system.time(svm(Cover_Type~.,data=svmachine[1:10000,]))
user system elapsed
27.92
0.05
27.97
> system.time(svm(Cover_Type~.,data=svmachine[1:1000,]))
user system elapsed
0.31
0.00
0.31
> system.time(svm(Cover_Type~.,data=svmachine[1:5000,]))
user system elapsed
6.38
0.03
6.42
> system.time(svm(Cover_Type~.,data=svmachine[1:25000,]))
user system elapsed
172.33
0.25 172.63
> system.time(svm(Cover_Type~.,data=svmachine[1:50000,]))
user system elapsed
697.73
0.27 698.44
> system.time(svm(Cover_Type~.,data=svmachine[1:10000,]))
user system elapsed
27.80
0.03
27.88
> system.time(svm(Cover_Type~.,data=svmachine[1:15000,]))
user system elapsed
62.06
0.07
62.17
> system.time(svm(Cover_Type~.,data=svmachine[1:20000,]))
user system elapsed
107.72
0.16 108.01
> system.time(svm(Cover_Type~.,data=svmachine[1:30000,]))
user system elapsed
252.31
0.11 252.52
> system.time(svm(Cover_Type~.,data=svmachine[1:100000,]))
user system elapsed
2682.00
0.62 2684.26
> system.time(svm(Cover_Type~.,data=svmachine[1:200000,]))
user
system elapsed
10298.08
0.98 10302.59
> system.time(svm(Cover_Type~.,data=svmachine[1:300000,]))
user
system elapsed
20102.68
1.30 20104.01
> system.time(svm(Cover_Type~.,data=svmachine[1:300000,]))
user
system elapsed
20102.68
1.30 20104.01
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